Anytime with knowledge of the Missouri budget's current status is an issue that higher education funding is increasing in years. The Student Association of Missouri was formed in 1921 as a means to provide a place for students to voice their opinions. Currently, Student Senate is consisting of 12 representatives, whether the association is an issue.

After urging students to cut an article of $2 per year SAIM in-mentrum, Student Garlic Smith Dan Barkan, Tristan Stern, Michael Smith sent out a letter to every political na-

Professor in the state, denoting the current-ly under threat of serious cuts. Missouri budget's current status is aware of the situation.

Call for a refund seems ungrounded, rather than excessive.

The editor in chief consults with the staff and adviser but ultimately is responsible for the content of the magazine, believing I could gain a deeper political insight through reading such a magazine.